
Pylon Guided Mower Program Flowchart

Start processing

Image Recognition

Markers Discovery 
Processing

*See page 5

Turning process
*See page 3

Estimate distance from marker height

Establish a target number of laps

Main Loop Processing
*See page 2.

initialization process

Item Desc

Circumferential 
direction

Indicates whether it is a left turn or right turn

Target number of 
laps

Determine how many laps Roktrack plan to make 
around the area.

Target marker 
height

Decrease the number of laps to start turning away from 
the marker

Marker ID Individual pylon identifier (alphanumeric or AR marker 
to be placed near the pylon)

turn signal flag Flag indicating that the turning operation is in progress

Important Variables



Target angle within 
5 degrees

Turn in the 
opposite 

direction of 
misalignment

Forwarding

Image Recognition

Markers Discovery 
Processing

*See page 5

Turning process
*See page 3

main loop processing

Is turning?

Target angle within 
2 degrees

Adjustment of the power output 
of the drive wheels to improve 

straightness

Marker is greater 
than target value

Record the height of the 
marker this time and 
process the turning

*See page 3.

Turning process
*See page 3.

Increase the resolution.
Set the turning flag. 

Is turning?

Safety Check 
Process

*See page 4

Decrease the 
resolution.



Turning Process

The number of 
consecutive turns 

is within the 
specified number

System halt

Set the turning flag
Adds the number of 

consecutive laps

Discovery marker is 
smaller than previous 

marker height

Execute a turn for a 
certain period of time

Back to Image 
Recognition

Count up the 
number of times 
you have lapsed

Set target value for next marker
Target height is set by subtracting

Number of laps is 
below target

System halt

The direction of 
the 

circumference is
left-handed

Release the turning flag
Reset the number of times 

circled, set the circling 
direction to clockwise, and 

go to image recognition.

Release the turning flag
Go to Image Recognition



Safety Check Process

System 
temperature is 

below threshold

Bumper contact
No detection

Image is acquired.

No human 
detection

No another 
Roktrack detection

Escaping PausingReturn processing 
success

Return processing failure



marker detection process

Shooting at highest 
resolution

Image recognition
using image with 

reduced resolution

Obtain the position of the marker periphery and 
cut out an image of the same position with the 
same ratio from the highest resolution image.

Detect identifiers in the vicinity of the pylon using 
the cropped image and set them as marker IDs

(If the identifier is not detected, set empty.)

Marker ID is recorded (if not 
empty)

Return processing failure

Return processing 
success

initial call

Record marker ID and 
return processing success

Marker ID 
matches

Return processing 
success

initial call

Action to operate without 
considering identifiers when 

markers are not assigned 
identifiers



main loop

Pylon Guided Mower Program Flowchart (simplified version)

processing start

end of process

initialization process

Marker search (leftward)

Marker proximity

Marker search (rightward)

Marker proximity
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